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BISHOP COLLEGE
MARSHALL, TEXAS

Accredited, Degree-Conferring Church-Related
College for Negroes

• School Of Education
• School Of Religion
• School Of Music
• DIVISION: Agriculture; Homemaking Education; Languages
and Literature, Natural and Biological Sciences, and Social
Sciences.
• SPECIAL SERVICES: College:Community Relations; Veterans
Information Center; Adult Education; Commercial Education;
Veterans Housing Units; Veterans Vocation Schools at Texarkana, Naples, & Sabine Farms; and the Bishop College
Center in Dallas.
• INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS: Football, Basketball and
Track.
• GRADUATE SCHOOL: Work in Education leading to the
degree of M. Ed.
• ENTRANCE DATES:
For Freshmen, September 7 and 8: Upper Classmen, September 9.
Advance Registration Required
Direct inquiries to:

JOSEPH J. RHOADS

BISHOP COLLEGE
Marshall, Texas
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EARLY ENROLLMENT
The membership campaign conducted last year proved most successful in
two ways. First, early enrollment of members before the annual convention proved
profitable to both delegates who attended the meeting and to those who were in
charge of registration. The time spent in paying membership fees was more wisely
spent in getting into meetings on time and making profitable contacts with other
teachers, principals, etc.
Enrollment materials have been mailed early this year in order that collectors
can avoid the long lines that are caused by late registration.
Second, many of the plans necessary to the success of the annual convention
could be made without a great financial loss or without an emharrassing shortage
of materials. It is very urgent that we know approximately how many, delegates will
attend the meeting in order that printed material for distribution will supply the
membership.
Last year 85 per cent of the teachers in Negro schools of Texas were enrolled in the Association before December first. This is a very good representation
of our teachers but the organization needs the support of every teacher who believes in professional improvement and who wants to raise the standards of the
profession·. Teachers' we"°lfare can only be protected through strongly orgainzed
professional groups. These groups must be local, county, stale, and national organizations.
Last minute and hurried registration at the meeting often causes errors in
spelling of names, incorrect mailing addresses and name of school. Such errors are
costly to the member for he fails to receive his Journal and other printed matter
distributed during the year. It is also a great loss to the Association, for the organization cannot serve you as it should unless you receive communication sent you.
Teachers registering at the meeting often give their mailing address as the
one they are stopping at in the city where the meeting is heing held. This was done
in at least a hundred instances at the San Antonio meeting. Whenever this is done,
the teacher never receives a TEXAS STANDARD during the year, although there
are five issues published. Some members write their Journal; others conclude
that we are failing to give the services we promise.
Try early enrollment of your school and enjoy the advantages that accrue.
(
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Each year from September through December the Association prints a column captioned "Honor Schools." This column carries the name of the school and
the na~e of principal that sends in -100 per cent enrollment of teachers in the
schcool.
If you do not see your school in the last issue, please look for it at the next
publishing date. Each Journal carries at the end of the "Honor Schools" column
the date that the membership column closed. If your enrollment is received after
that date, your school will appear in the next issue of the TEXAS STANDARD.
Early enrollment of your entire faculty will place you and your school in the
column of "Honor Schools" before the roll is closed for the next issue.
When you send in your memhership enrollment, please give the name of the
school and the name of the principal so that there will not be an error in listing.
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The Program of Student-Teaching at
Prairie View Agricultural and Mechanical [ollege
One of the important portions of our
teacher-training program is the studentteaching assignment. The program of observation, participation, and student-teaching provided at Prairie View Agricultural
and Mechanical College is based upon the
assumption that one phase of the individual's development of teaching ability comes
through a series of experiences with concrete learning activities of children and
youth. It is also assumed that these experiences must be carried on over long
enough period that permanent growth may

J. M. DREW. Director
Division of Arts and Sciences
Prairie View A. & M. College

teaching and to direct the work of college
students in observation and student teaching. They have full recognition as members
of the college faculty . The pupils enrolled
in this school come not only from the
vicinity immediately adjacent to the college campus, but also from Waller, Texas,
which is five miles away.
For several years, Prairie View has

be made by the student in the various
specific abilities which combine to form
total teaching ability.

carried on a program of student-teaching
in cooperating public schools. During the
1947 -48 school year assignments were made

Student-teaching is for the purpose of
giving the student actual teaching experience under close supervision. In student-teaching, students must plan the
learning of pupils, direct class discussions,
provide for individual dfferences, evaluate
pupil progress in extra-class activities, and
undertake the many other responsibilities
which comprise the work of the teacher.

in the following school systems: Brenham, Bryan, Calvert, Cameron, Hempstead,
Huntsville, Madisonville, Navasota, and
Waller. Each student so assigned resides
for eight or nine weeks in the community
in which he does his student-teaching.

Student-teacher assignments are made
in two different types of situations. Namely, the College laboratory schools (the
elementary school and the high school)
and cooperating schools.
The college laboratory schools furnish
opportunities for demonstration for college
classes, provide for observation and participation activities of students enrolled for
that work and are also used for assignments in student-teaching. The members
of the staff of these schools are selected
because of their alibity to do excellent

The assignments are made so that
student does the major portion of his
student-teaching in the subject or garde
for which he is best fitted, and under the
supervision of a teacher whose teaching
responsibilities are in the same subject or
grade level. At no time and in no situation
does the program operate to reduce the
number of teachers regularly employed
under contract.
The teachers in the cooperating schools
who function as supervising teachers have
that responsibility because of their willingness to accept it and because their
experience and preparation enable them
to do so without making this responsibility
too much of an additional load.

The value of our student-teaching program has not yet been objectively determined. Perhaps it can never be. However, the students who have thus far
participated in the program express definite approval of it and believe that it
has significent value in developing the
ability to teach. Values mentioned by these
students are that: (1) it makes them imderstand what teaching in a public school
is like, (2) these experiences will enable
them to be more readily successful in a
teaching position under contract. The disadvantage given most ferquently has to
do with the student's limited finances and
the difficulty of having the necessary
money to participate in the program.
Plans for improving the program are
being made. Students who have completed
their assignments are, when again in
residence on the campus, given an opportunity to make constructive suggestions. These students also keep diary records of their experiences in the cooperating schools. These are analyzed to
discover the range of experiences secured
by the students and the difficulties met
and successes achieved.
The principals and superv1smg teachers in the cooperating schools are consulted about the value of the program
and urged to suggest improvements. They
are also given an opportunity to indicate
their attitude toward continuing participation in the program.
Student - teaching assignments will
continue to be made in the two different
types of situations described in the preceding paragraphs, even though the requests for work in the cooperating schools
become more numreous. Each provides
teaching experiences which have definite
values in the pre-service preparation
of teachers.
THREE
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J. L. PATTON. JR.. Principal
Booker T. Washington High School

right answer in dealing with teachers and
the public.

J. L. PATTON, JR.
Unfortunately, of all the time I have
spent in colleges and universities studying
Administration and Supervision, the basic
factors of administration which enable me
to hold my job were not ncluded in
courses of academic pursuit. It is true that
these courses were helpful and in many
respects served to broaden my perspective.
Many mechanics of administration and
supervision were discussed, but for some
reason or another I cannot recall one
single instance where prespective principals were told what to do when a
teacher became difiant because, "I have
friends on the Board," or, how to ferret
out a teacher who had but a monetary
interest in the educational process.
One can study all of the courses of
administration and supervision taught and
will go into a two-teacher rural school
as a teacher-in-charge and will run into
vital problems of administration that the
total of all his formal training will not
solve. In a case like this the administration
will have to fall back on methods and
devices learned elsewhere, either from
bis own childhood, his adult experience in
other fields, or the experiences of others.
In some instances, the wise administrator
-vi.ust even go to others with no school experience whatever for the right course to
take. This being true we plainly see that
to be a good school administrator one
must know life equally as well.
Administration is possibly the only
phase of education where one cannot
refer constantly to old college note books,
textbook.s, and a reference library for the
FOUR

Possibly courses in administration break
down under real life pressure, because
(1) the courses are designed to serve the
needs of ideal situations only. They assume
the principal to be infallible, the teacher
dedicated to the training of youth, and
that the children wil follow directions
unerringly. (2) Text books written in the
field of Administration and Supervision
are for the most part written by an "arm
chair strategist" who may have never
served one day in a school like yours or
mine. This "arm chair strategist" may never
have heard of reduced budgets, or teacher
working without a Bachelor's degree or
teachers with a mathematics major being
shifted into music in order to reduce the
teaching staff. After this strategist completes his writings and surveys, he hands
it to a University committee who in turn
gives him a Ph. D. degree. Then the writer
goes straight to a publisher to have his
disseration published as a textbook in
Administration. We will take this textbook
as a guide and go into some peaceful situation destroying it by trying to make
these experimental ideas work where a
little common sense was all that was
needed.

succumb to the belief that all have "bowed
down to worship Baal" but ourselves.
If the administrator expects to be
successful it would be wise to (2) be
generous in praise for a job well done.
It is not necessary here to go into the
merits of the worth of praise when a job
is well done, for we know full well the
great psychological advantages and selfsatisfaction one receives when approbation
is received.

We advise generosity of praise not
merely as a reward to the teacher for at
the same time that one is receiving the
nod of approval he is also being insulated
against caustic criticism. In other words
if we give due recognition to a well don~
job, this same person is better enabled
to gracefully accept criticism from you.
He knows that you have recognized some
of his finer points and are not necessarily
accentuating his worse features.

The referee in any sport knows that
he has to do this, (3) "Call 'm like you
see em.'' There is no sport where "calling
'em right" is more necessary than in
school administration. This does not presuppose that the principal will not "call
some wrong" accidentally. But "calling
'em right" implies that a principal must
refrain from favoring certain personalities
on hs staff while on the other hand condemning others just because a favored
one brought the message. In the administration of a school, a principal who
The skill to be able to screen out shows leanings toward certain personalities
usable points of "school taught" adminis- • of his staff will soon lose the respect of
tration from portions unadaptable for our the unfavored group and the favored as
local situation is indeed an evidence of well. The unfavored will disrespect him
because of his open unfairness; the favored
genius.
will soon disrespect and distrust him beIf the administrator expects to be
cause they know that he will allow personsuccessful he must (1) have a firm belief ality to supercede justice. The favored
in the goodness of his fellow teachers. are secure only as long as they are in
This does not imply a belief and confidence good standing.
which is used by master salesmen, a sort
One sterling aspect of good school
of cold blooded courtesy that is used
management
is ( 4) to have occasional
merely "to get the customer to sign on the
dotted line.', This confidence must be " gripe sessions.', There every staff member
pure, true and deep-seated. The principal is permitted to speak with immunity and
must not believe that he is the last sur- point out everything that is wrong with
viving person who wants to see the school the school and every other teacher. This
excel and soar upward. Such aspirations serves as a good safety valve as long as
must be shared mutually between principal the discussions are kept above the level
of personalities.
and teacher.
The principal must not have negative
views of his colleagues. Every teacher is
not after the principal's job, nor is he
hoping that the principal will trip or entangle himself. The teachers's job means
as much to him or her as the principal's
job means to himself. Every one wants
job security. As principals we must not

,

z,

Here the principal h as a wonderful opportunity to study his colleagues in their
native date. They are -governed by the subconscious more than the conscious mind.
So many things that the principal has not
been able to understand will be revealed.
Another good to be derived is that such
• Tum to Page 14
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TO THE KEY WORKERS AND COLLECTORS
of the COLORED TEACHERS
STATE ASSOCIATION OF TEXAS
IT IS WITH PLEASURE that I greet you again in the capacity
of chairman of the Membership and Finance Committee of the Association. Briefly stated, our job or big business is to register the
teachers of the State-every-one of them.

l

Before commissioning you o go forth I wish to call to your attention a few of the changes which have been brought about, not only in
our a:;sociation but also in the associations managed and controlled
by the white teachers of the State and the Nation.
You will, no doubt, recal lthat the white teachers of the State
revised the constitution of their association, raising the membership
fee from $50.00 to $75.00.
At the recent Cleveland meeting of the ational Educational Association of the United States, better known as the N. E. A., an
amendment to the By-Laws was passed on, having been proposed
last summer, a year ago, at the Cincinnati meeting, raising the
Regular Membership fee from $3.00 to $5.00; the Special Membership fee from $5.00 to $10.00; and the Life Membership fee from
$100.00 to $150.00.

w. L. D. JOHNSON

So we, following in the footsteps of these pioneers in educational
thought, proposed an amendment at our Fort Worth meeting, one
year ago, which was voted on and approved at the San Antonio
meeting. By so doing we raised our membership fee in the State Teachers' Association from 1.75 to
$2.50. These are the facts as outlined. I have taken the time to give them to you so they would be
straight and fresh and new in your minds.
Now listen! Our salaries have been substantially increased. In many cases they have been doubled and
trebled. We are an able group of workers now, we are strong; we do not have to apologize to any group
for being what we are-TEACHERS. We can paddle our own canoe. I therefore commission you to play
ball- home runs in the game are interpreted to be 100% enrollments. Do your best- let us build up a
strong State Institution. Be proud of your contribution to this sacred cause. May God bless and sustain
each one as he goes into every nook and corner of this State to contact and register real live, wide-a-wake,
inspirational, dependable, progressive teachers.
Your official receipt books have been sent to you. If not they will be sent soon. If and when they
reach you please fill them out properly as suggested in the notice sent out with the books. Be sure to make
the receipts in duplicates when registering eachers; give the white copy to the teacher registering; and leave
the colored copy in the receipt book. When you shall have finished registering all teachers and prospective
teachers in your community please send the money ( check is better if it stands up ) and the receipt book
to Mrs. Hazely Harvey Peace, 1103 East Terrell Street, Fort Worth 3, Texas.

If you need additional receipt books or wish to know anything about this division of the Association
do not hesitate to drop me a postal card. My address is 2415 Dowling Sr reel, Houston 4, Texas. My
telephone number is Fairfax 1224. I am keenly interested in this project.
Most cordially,

W. L. D. Johnson, Chairman
Membership & Finance
Committee, Colored
Teachers' State Association
of Texas.

FIVE
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Quality Counts in Physical Education
It is 10: 15 on a beautiful, sunny morning. The program posted on the wall
outside the door indicates that this fourth
grade is scheduled for physical education
from 10: 15 to 10: 45 every day. The door
opens and the children are on their way
to the playground.
They know just where to go because they
helped Miss Johnson, their teacher, plan
the lesson.
The class h as· been divided into four
teams or squads, each with a squad
leader. They form new squads every 3
weeks or so and elect their own leader.
They have experimented with several
forms of squad formation. Sometimes the
leaders are :ippointed by the teacher and
children are grouped together on the
basis of height, weight, and age. Sometimes boys and girls ·a re grouped in separate squads. The children consult diffrent references to find out other ways
to organize the class effectively. They
discuss the qualities of leadership and
good group membership that apply to
group endeavor, and they frequently evaluate their own attitudes and conduct.
Their joy in assisting with planning, organizing, and assuming responsibility for
t.he conduct of the program is reflected
in their. enthusiastic and happy participation.
Today the class will begin with 10 minutes of relays. Then the "Red" squad will
go to the horizontal ladder where the
boys and girls will practice " walking"
the length of the bar with their hands.
Each child is going to try to improve his
skill and try to travel a greater distance
than he did before until he can go the
whole length.
The "Blues" will work on self-testing
activities in the space designated for that
purpose. The leader has a list of activities to be practiced. This week's list include two individual stunts, "cork screw"
which helps develop flexibility and "knee
dip" which helps develop leg strength, and
two couple stunts, "chinese push-up"
which helps develop coordination and
"wheelbarrow" which helps develop arm
strength. They have all seen them demonstrated and the children know what
skills are essential for successful performance. They know, too, that only
with practice can they perfect these skills.
The "Greens" will practice soccer techniques in another space. They are to
practice passing, using the inside of the
foot, and then dribbling with an opponent coming in to attack. The "Purples',
will practice running and changing directions quickly to the whistle sgnal given
SIX

By Elsa Schneider and Simon A. McNeely,
Specialists for Health Instruction
and Physical Education

by the leader without bumping into anyone or falilng down.
After 8 minutes of concentrated practice, Miss Johnson will give a signal,
and all squads, will line up behind their
leaders. Then each group will move to
a different activity. The squad leaders
with the teacher planned system of rotation.
The squad leader will help those who
need help, and Miss Johnson will rotate
among the groups giving individual assistance when it is needed.
To morrow the class will begin with
several circle games, a nd then the squads
will complete the circuit begun the day
before. The next day will be rhythm day
and the next two will be devotae to playing the game of soccer.
The program is flexible, h owever. For
example, last week in social studies, the
children wer!:: talking about the meaning
of democrac;,. Among other things, they
discussed ways in which they could show
through creative dance what democracy
means to them. They were not self-conscious or restrained; they had learned to
express through vigorrous movement
thoughts and ideas which were meaningful to 9- and 10-year-olds. The activity
satisfied their creative desires; it was challenging; it satisfied their need for vigor-.
ous movement. They got so interested·
in composition that they choose to spend
three consecutive physical education periods developing ideas.
Miss Johnson, the fourth grade teacher, plans and directs the activities. She
hasn't always felt that she was capable
of presenting a good physical education
program but last year she received a great
deal of help from specialists in the field.
The administration with the assistance of
the county supervisor, perosnnel from the
nearby teacher-education institution and
the State department of education, has
considerably helped by providing a systematic and functional program of in-service training for all elementary school
teachers. As a reseult, Miss Johnson has
developed more confidence and during this
semester is trying a simplified plan of organization to be modified and elaborated
upon next year as she gains more experience.
VALUES OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Why be concerned about physical edu-

cation and in-service training? The superintendent of schools, the school board,
the teachers, and the parents know that
a good program of physical education must
be provided if the boys and girls of the
community are to have the opportunities
to participate in the one phase of the
school curriculum which is definiely designed to help develop physcal endurance,
strength, coordination, flexibility, agility,
and good body mechanics. They know
that participation in vigorous physical activities in the development period of childhood and youth is essential for optimum
body functioning and that vigorous exercise increases organic power and functional efficiency. They know that the
future fitness of children is determined
in part by the quality of "exercise program" in which elementary school students participate and that the attitudes,
undersandings, and skills developed will
influence the things they do to m aintain
personal fitness when they must make outof-school choice for themselves.
They know that physical education
does more than develop physical fitness;
that this field along with other phases
of the curriculum, helps children develop
physical and emotional poise; gives them
opporutnities to experience the satisfactions of being an important and welcome
member of a group, of being a leader, of
developing sportsman-like responses in
victory and defeat, and of developing many
attitudes and skills basic to effective democratic living.
They know that . physcal education
helps children understand the close relationship between proper nutrition, sleep,
and rest and their ability and capacity
to live energetically, effectively, and happily. They believe that children who have
interests knowledge, and skill in a wide
variety of wholesome activities will be
better prepared to use their leisure time
wisely. They know that physical education d oes these and many more desirable
things only when there are interested
and understanding tecaher guidance and
administrative support, adequate equipment and facilities, and adequate time
allotment every day.
BASIC CONSIDERATIONS
What is a minimum program of physical education for elementary school children? These essentials must be provided
if the program is to contribute to growth
and development:
1. Complete periodic medical and dental
examinations for all children given by
•
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The Association for Childhood
Educational Program• Houston
By BERTON BRALEY

Asked how he succeeded in making a thing
of clean shining beauty out of a r~sty, filthy
old tugboat engine, the Negro engineer said,
' 'well it's this way-I got a glory."

l

-Archibald Rutledge.

! )

Oh. you gotta a glory
In the work you do;
A hallelujah chorus
In the heart of you.
Paint, or tell a story,
Sing, or shovel coal,
But you gotta get a glory,
Or the job lacks soul.
Oh, Lord, give me a glory.
Is it much to give?
For you gotta get a glory
Or you just don't live!
The Great, whose shining labors
Make our pulses throb,
Were men who got a glory
In their daily job.
The battle might be gory
And the odds unfair,
But the men who got a glory
Never knew despair.

1':l
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Oh, Lord, give me a glory.
When all else is gone,
If you've only got a glory
You can still go on!
To those who get a glory
It is like the sun,
And you can see it glowing
Through the work they've done.
Oh, fame is transitory,
Riches fade away,
But when you get a glory
It is there to stay.
Oh, Lord, give me a glory
And a workman's pride,
For you gotta get a glory
Or you ' re dead inside!

Froebe!, Pestalozzi, and others turr.ed the attention of educators and others interested in the complete development of the
child to the child himself as the central figure around which all
plans and preparaions should revolve. In the succeeding years
many organizations have come into existence whose program
and objectives have been concerned with a better understanding
of the child and his mental and physical development.
Not the least among these many organizations is the Association for Childhood Education organized the latter part of the
19th century and made of teachers, parents, and others similarly
interested in child development.
The Association for Childhood Education works for the education and well-being of children (1) prompting desirable
educational conditions, programs and practices in the elementary
school; (2) raising the standard of preparation and encouraging continued professional growth of teachers in this field ; (3)
actively cooperating with all groups interested n children in
the home, the school and the community ; and (4) informing
the public of the needs of children and how the school program
is adjusted to fit those needs. This organization is international
in its scope and embraces many countries of Europe, and Asia
as well as countries of the Western Memisphere. International
headquarters are located in Washington, D. C. Thirty-three
states have branches with a total membership of over four thousand. The white teachers of Texas have long been affiliated
with this organization. In April of 1947, the first chapter of
the A. C. A. was organized among colored teachers of the state.
The elementary teachers of Houston were organized by Mrs.
Jewel Askey, Supervisor of Elementary Schools of Houston.
The present membership totals three hundred-one.
The core of the organization is an Executive Council composed of 12 members and presided over by a Chairman. Members of the Council represent the six grade levels of the elementary schools. The general membership place in nomination
the names of representative teachers from each grade level.
These names are placed on ballots which go out to all elementary schools. Each teacher votes for a nominee representing
her own grade level. The two nominees on each grade level
who receives the highest number of votes win places on the
Executive Council. This council of twelve elects one of its
members to the position of chairman. This chairman presides
over the council and over the general meetings of the organiza_
tion.
The first Executive Chairman of the Houston A. C. E.Colored is Mrs. Lorene Smith Bolivar, sixth grade teacher at
Blackshear Elementary School. Mrs. Bolivar was recently
elected delegate to the International Study Conference of the
Association for Childhood Education which convenes in St.
Louis, Mo., the week of April 19th-23rd.
Other officers of this branch are: Mrs. Maggie Hicks of
Bruce School, Secretary; Mrs. Lucille Jordan of Gregory School,
Treasurer; Mrs. Willie Brandon of Douglass School, Membership Chairman; and Mrs. Velma Carrington of Crawford School,
Program Chairman.
Meetings of the A. C. E. are held at the various schools upon
invitation and teachers are eager to visit and glean new ideas in
ways and means of motivating their own classroom work.
Meetings are both eduactional and inspiring. Outstanding
speakers from various fields are presented as guest speakers
and they discuss problems pertinent to the field of education.
Miss Susan Crutchfield (white) of Galveston, Texas, State
President of the A. C. E., was guest speaker at the last meeting
•
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Summary of Dissertation
Administration of Vocational Education in Negro
High Schools in Texas
The purpose of this study was (1) to

By Dr. Ira B. Bryant

survey a representative number of high
schools for Negroes in Texas in order to
ascertain what vocationa l courses are offered in the curriculums, (2) to analyze
and evalu&te the offerings in the light of

of two types of questionnaires--vocational
questionnaires sent to the principals of 73
urban and 72 rural high schools for Negroes, and occupational questionnaires dis-

Findings. (1) The range of vocational
offerings is small and narrow, consisting
largely of vocational agriculture, trades
sewing, trades cooking, typing and shorthand, bookkeeping, and auto mechanics.
(2) The scope of training for skilled occupational areas covers only auto mechanics, sheet metal work, and radio engineering. (3) The larger percentage of Negro
pupils are enrolled in vocational courses
that lead to occupational areas which are
not unionized and therefore do not offer
competition to white workers. ( 4) Although the Texas State Board of Vocational
Education spent large sums for all services
of vocational education, the program for
Negroes, for the most part, was confined
to two services only, agriculture and home
economics. (5) The vocational education
program of the schools made a very small
contribution to the preparation of the skilled workers participating in this investigation. (6) Negroes have not been able
either to maintain skills or to increase
numerically in skilled occupational areas,
since the major avenues of getting apprenticeship training and vocational training are all but closed. (7) The "traditional
Negro job" is on the wane. (8) There have
been significant changes in the policies of
the two methods of vocational training, the
in-school and on-the-job; the latter seems
to be the more feasible in offering vocational training in the secondary schools
for Negroes in Texas.

Recommendations. The following recommendations are offered in the light of
the findings of the investigation: (1) That
the Negro high schools of Texas place
greater emphasis on vocational education
and vocational guidance. (2) That the ·opportunities for commercial and trade education be increased ta take care of the
needs, interests and abilities of those pupils
who will not go to college. (3) That Negro
schools in Texas put greater emphasis on
training for replacements in the skilled
occupations. (4) That the Federal Government insist on proper controls in the dis-

per cent responded; and the questionnaires

bursement of Federal funds by states in
order that these funds may be distributed
proportionately. (5) That schools undertake to teach the parents of Negro pupils
through the Parent-Teacher Association,
forums, and community projects that there

distributed to .the workers, 55.1 percent

is dignity not only in professional labor

were used for this investigation.

but in all labor.

DR. IRA B. BRYANT
social and economic conditions faced by
Negroes, and (3) to offer constructive suggestions for a new vocational education
program.
The data were secured through the use
EIGHT

tributed to 6,000 Negro workers in fifteen
occupational areas. Of the prinicpals, 64.7

,

'
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How effective is citizenship education
in our schools? When lay people ask
whether students are well versed in the
principles of democracy, what is the answer? When newspaper and magazine
articles voice doubts whether young people
know enough facts about American history
or · have a patriotic zeal, do educators
have any evidence to offer to the contrary?
Does the school,s citizenship education program affect the attitude and behavior of
an individual? Do people with the most
education vote least frequently? Do American youth know the truth about other
forms of government and other ideologies?
We believe that administrators and
teachers would welcome information on
current evaluative techniques and services which reveal the civic status of youth.
Such knowledge could pave the way for
improvement in the school's program for
citizenship. While no single instrument
is currently available that measures accurately all facts about citizenship, good
beginnings have come out of fragmentary
approaches. The broad scope of the problem makes it difficult for one test to give
complete and satisfactory coverage. The
magnitude of the task is better appreciated
when we consider the three major areas
of good citizenship to which the school
contributes: (1 ) providing adequate knowledge and understanding; (2) creating
skills of critical thinking and democratic
attitudes; and (3) establishing situations
in which the democratic way of life may
actually be practiced.
All of these areas have importance.
The acquisition of knowledge of certain
historical, political, social, and economic
facts is necessary to logical thinking. The
memorization and recall of ideas are not
the same as the ability to think or understand. Therefore, learning the use of and
the method of search for pertinent facts
employed in the understanding or solving
of a problem is best achieved in functional
teaching. A major skill required in a
democracy is that of critical thinking,
which must become habitual in order that
citizens bring to bear on each issue a
marshaling of intellectual forces which will
produce a sound conclusion. Attitudes stem
from understandings and are nurtured by
proper choices influenced by intellectual
reasoning. In the final instance, what
people know, understand, or profess loses
its value if their actions belie their words.
A true measure of a citizenship program
is the extent to which pupils live democratically and the extent to which reasoning guides action.
The United States Office of Education
is preparing plans and aids to help teachers
develop a more effective citizenry with
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By David Segel and Earl Hutchinson
Division of Secondary Education

appropriate zeal for American democracy.
Because domestic and international conditions are so unsettled, it is urgent that
teachers now evaluate and intensify their
efforts. Tests appropriate to various grade
levels should be given, which reveal the
extent of knowledges and underst=dings,
the quality of skills and attitudes, and
the degree of democratic behavior by
students. Corrective measures may then
be instituted in those areas found deficient.
Objective tests are available which enable teachers to diagnose in part the extent and quality of civic virtues of students.
Several tests may be required to provide
a profile significant to curriculum improvement, for each test measures only
specific aspects of citizenship.
Among the prevalent measurin~ instruments, the following have been selected
as particularly pertinent to the problem:
Tests on History and Geography

Coordinated Scales of Attainment.
History and Geography. For grades
4-8. Educational Test Bureau, Philadelphia 4, Pa., and Minneapolis,
Minn.

Metropolitan Achievement Tests.
History, Civics, and Geography. For
grades 4-8. World Book Company,
Yonkers 5, N. Y.
U. S. A. F. I. American History T est.
For high school. Cooperative Test
Service, New York 23, N. Y.,or
Science Research Associates, Chiago
4, Ill.
Tests of Contemporary Social Development

Cooperative T est on Recent Social and
Scientific Dev elopments. For grades
10-12. A new test each year. Cooperative Test Service, New York
23, N . Y.
Tests of Critical Thinking (Not
Specifically Directed to One Area)

Watson-Glasen Tests of Critical Thinking. For high school and college.
World Book Company, Yonkers 5,
N. Y .
Tests on Democratic Knowledge
and Principles

Best Thing To Do. A test of knowledge
of Social Standards. Tests through
the solution of a problem situation.
Stanford University Press, Stanford
University, Calif.
Cooperativ e General Achie v e m e n t
Tests. Interpretation of reading materials in social and democratic

principles. For high school and beginning college. Cooperative Test
Service, New York 23, N. Y.
Cooperative Social Studies Tests. For
grades 7, 8, and 9. Tests of knowledge, organizing facts and interpreting reading mater ials in social and
democratic principles. Cooperative
Test Service, New York 23, N. Y.
Good Citizenship Test. Tests through
the solution of problem situations.
For grades 5-8. Association Press,
New York, N. Y.

Progressive Tests in Social and Related Sciences. Tests of knowledge
and understanding of democratic
principles (involves solution of sime
practical problems). Part 1. The
American Heritage and Peoples of
Other Lands and Times. For gardes
4-8. California Test Bureau, Los
Angeles 28, Calif.
Socially Competent Person. T e s t s
through the solution of problems,
understandings in health, personal
economies, family and community
relationships, and social and democratic relationships. For grades 6-12.
Bureau of Publications, Teachers
College, Columbia University, New
York, N. Y .
A Test of Civic Action. Tests through
the solution of problem situations.
For grades 6-12. Public School Publishing Company, Bloomington, Ill.
Test of Know ledge and Social Usage.
For grades 7-12. Bureau of Publications, Teachers College., Columbia
University, New York, N . Y.
U. S. A. F. I. General Educational Dev elopment Tests. Form B. T est 2
Interpretation of Reading Material in
the Social Studies. One for high
school and one for college. Cooperative Test Service, New York 23,
N. Y. or Science Research Association, Chicago 4, Ill.
What Wou ld Y ou Do ? Tests Through
the Solution of Problems Situations.
For high school. Committee on Publications, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.
Techniques for Obesrving in Schools
Democratic Principles in Action

There are few adequate techniques
in this area. One of promise is:

Scale for Ev aluating the S chool B ehat•i.or of Children 10 to 15. A scheme
for the rating of individual pupils
by teachers or by other pupils on
various phases of social and democratic behavior in school. P sychological Corporation, Nek York 18,
N.Y.
(Reprint from School Life, February, 1948)
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''Dust Shall Not Be Their Destiny''
Scene: The Library, Progressive High
School. Capital City, Texas. Cameramen and Technicians representing
the ALL-AMERICAN NEWSREEL
CO. set the stage for action. They
are preparing to "take" scenes of the
progressive school in operationscenes which depict the ideal library
situation and the coordination of
these facilities with the school health
policies and other phases of the total
school program.
The Newsreel Crew are at work.
Technician: Do you have those lights
ready yet, Smith? We should be
about ready "to shoot" when they
are. Check your range again Bill. I
believe that you may be a bit close.
Cameraman: Okey-check me (Technician
glags spot when action will take
place) Okey-good-I've got it. You
konw this is going to be a neat setup. I believe I'm going to learn
something here today myself.
Sound man: Sure, these will be high spot
pictures-what we get here will
probably make a lot of schools sit
up and take notice. What's the
caption on this run, Ed?
Technician: "Dust Shall not Be Their
Destiny"-The whole thing will be
tied in with the library. If everything's set, I'll check with the
narrator. The stage is empty on the
first take-watch your cues-(He
checks backstage with narrator)
(Long pause-cameraman get set)
Okey-lights-camera.
Narrator: This summer at Prairie View
there are again three workshops,
the principals,-the Health,-and the
Library workshop-distinct in name,
but one in purpose, seeking solutions to problems of the good of
those with whom we work.
The members of the 1947 summer
workshop gave a portrayal of how
the attitude of the principal may
affect the entire school; this afternoon, this demonstration will attempt
to show the library as the center of
the school. Emphasis, therefore, will
be placed upon use of materials as
they function in this program.
(Pupils walk in and take seats).
This is the library in the Progressive high school,-a school which
serves grades one through twelve.
Mr. Sadberry is principal here.
(Principals enter) At the tables are some
high school pupils who are busily
engaged, working at some special
problems being discussed in their
TEN

(Written and Presented by the Prairie
View A&M College Workshops)

health classes. The two standing are
principal Sadberry and a visiting
principal Mitchell, who are viewing
the lbrary. Let's listen to what they
are saying.
Visiting Principal:-Yes, Mr. Sadberry, it
looks as if your prolem is about to
be solved. The one thing that you
needed was a full-time librarianone not only with training in Library Science and in classroom procedure, but one who knows books
and girls and boys.
(a brief pause).
Principal Sadberry: -You see, this typical group. Our teachers are using
the library too. Permitting Mrs.
Weaver to serve throughout the
teaching day has certainly made for
increased interest of both the pupil
and the teacher.
Visiting Principal: -But where is Mrs.
Weaver? And who is that at the
desk?
Principal Sadberry: - Miss Washington,
would you like to answer Mr.
Mitchell's question?

what an important part personality
plays in making the library a successful teaching agency.
Narrator:-(in conversational tone) The
things that this princapl is learning!
I just know that he had thought of
using his library as a mere study
hall! Mrs. Weaver was a successful
classroom teacher before she became librarian. That is why she can
be of great help to Miss Moore.
Visitor is gazing over pupil's
shoulder). My, but isn't our visitor
amazed at the skill the pupils are
showing. as they use the reference
books. They are familiar with the
Readers, Guide, Barlett's Familiar
Quotations, etc. (Visitor ;,icks up
World Almanac and looks in back of
book as if he is looking for the index.) And they know that the index
to the World Almanac is NOT at the
back. Just between you and me, I
believe that he is trying to detrmine
whether Mrs. Weaver is earning her
salary, now that pupils are coming to
the library for a purpose ra.ther than
being sent there because there is
no other place for them to be.

Mr. Sadberry: -At this very hour she is
in Miss Moore's classroom. Miss
Moore is one of the efficient health
instructors here. Perhaps you would·
be interested in knowing what is
taking place there.
Visiting Principal: -A good librarian must
often be a teacher too, I see. You
do permit the librarian to know the
plans of the teachers.
Mr. Sadberry:-Yes, and the wise teacher
is always conscious of her ever ready
friend, the good librarian who not
only has the training but she is
tactful and has a sense of humor,
too.
Visiting Principal: -I'm beginning to see

•
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Principal Sadberry: -Oh, there you are
Mrs. Weaver. I was just explaining
to Mr. Mitchell that you can operate
your library by remote control. This
is Mrs. Weaver, Mr. Mitchell and
Miss Veals, our new school health
coordinator.

Student: -Oh yes! I'm Elzadie Washington,
one of the student assistants in the
library. Mrs. Weaver has given
ALL: -How do you do-etc.
several of us students training so
that we can circulate books, read • Mr. Mitchell: -I can not help wondering,
the shelves, and take care of the
Mrs. Mitchell nd you-Miss Veals
mechanical preparation of the books.
what connection there could be in
your two fields. Just what tie-up is
Mr. Sadberry:-That leaves Mrs. Weaver
there between health education and
free, you see, to lend guidance to
the library?
those who need her help.
Visiting Principal: -And where is she
now?

Ii·

Mrs. Weaver:-! warn you-Mr. Mitchell,
don't get me wound up on that one.
Of course there is a definite relationship in library services and
health as well as all educational
fields. Perhaps Miss Veals would
like to tell you if I have been of
service to her in getting her health
program underway.
Miss Veals:-! don't see how I could have
managed without her. Of course, I
felt like you-and didn't expect any
help. But you should see the vast
amount of reading materials she has
handled for us through her regular
services. I haven't had to bother with
health literature at all-She has
supplied all we need, both free and
inexpensive publications, pamphlets,
posters and of course book refer-

fi
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with my students and that means the
total school enrollment where they
make their own display of literature weekly or as often as our
health units are completed. But to
go further than that, the library
teaches hem how to use this literature.
Mr. Mitchell: - That's quite interesting.
You people really operate as a
team don't you. You mentioned
your health units, Miss Veals, do
you teach your activities on the unit
methods?
Miss Veals:-Well, you might call it that.
You understand that health education is not only activities however.
We have two days per week for
organized physical education and
three for health teaching. Our health
units ambrace nutrition, personal
appearance, personality development,
communicable diseases and run
down through all the areas of health.
Mr. Mitchell:-You mean your students
get exercise only two day out of
the week?
Miss Veals:-No sir-far from that. I
said we have physical education two
days per week. Our students have
activity periods everyday in which
they exert themselves in all types of
sports, games, etc. Our physical education program is designed to teach
specific skills and train for certain
particular value.
Mr. Mitchell:-Why doesn't someone tell
me these things. That's the kind of
program I must have at my school.
How did you find her, Mr. Sadberry
-How long has this health education program been in progress?
Mr. Sadberry:-Miss Veals came to us
through the recommendation of the
State Department of Education and
Prairie View College. They're operation jointly what is called the
Texas Health Education Program.
Mr. Mitchell: -Do they pay her her salary?
How can I get this service for my
school?

I 4

Miss Veals:-No sir-far from that. I
berry and my salary comes from the
local board of Education. The school
system cooperates with the Texas
Health Education Program, and we
serve as a link between the College
and the local community. You see,
Mr. Mitchell, we all have a definite
obligation to our communities, not
only t.o teach health, but to make
an effort to coordinate all our resources for general health improvement. That is what I'm trying to do.
Mr.

Sadberry:-You might begin Mr.

Mitchell, by selling your community
and your Board of Education or. the
need for this service. The State
Department and Prairie View will
help you in this job of making your
community health-minded.
(ENTERS MRS. EVANS).
Mrs. Evans: -Excuse me please. How do
you do-Miss Veals, We are waiting
for you at the meeting of the health
council. Our children, Reverend
Jones has another conference he
would like to make.
Mrs. Veals:-Thank you Nurse Evans. I
would like for you to meet Mr.
Mitchell, a visiting principal to our
school-How do you do, etc). Mrs.
Evans is our school nurse.
She
handles our professional services
here at the school and makes frequent home visitations.
Mrs. Evans:-We would like for you to
Mitchell. The local Home Demonstration club is presenting some new
equipment to the group today. We
are also having films in community
sanitation. Incidentally, the library
supplied the films for us.
Mr. Mitchell: -Good! I think I would
like that. If you don't mind, Excuse
me please Mrs. Weaver. I think
I'll see for myself what you and the
health folk have been doing cooper atively. But I shal return.
Mr. Sadberry:-I'll join you. Are you
coming Mrs. Weaver? You know,
she's a member of the health council
too.
Mrs. Weaver: - I'll be along later. Don't
forget to look over the health education dispaly we arranged for this
week. And if you care for any materials on the State Health Program,
1,11 lay them out for you. We have
complete reports from the five states
participating in the Kellogg program
and the original Michigan project.
These may help you in your planning.
Mr. Mitchell: -Thank you so much-and

I'll see you shortly.
AIL-"So long"-"Take it easy,'' etc.
Mrs. Weaver goes to table, picks up
mounted pictures and crosses over to
table where pupils are seated. In
Pantomine-she and pupils discuss
the pictures which she holds before
them).
Narrator: -The librarian has the schedule
so arranged that the first four grades
can spend at least one period each
week in the library. Their activities
vary. Sometimes she tells them
stories. Listen! (At this point, a

recording of a story is played or
someone tells story).
Narra.tor: -Sometime they listen to a
musical recording. (Here, a music
record is played). From the smile
on Mrs. Weaver's face and the light
in the eyes of each pupil, one can
tell that all have had a profitable
and enjoyable hour. Just look at
that!
Technician: -"Cut."
Cameraman:-(make action and adjustments).
Technician:-Okey, Mrs. Weaver-Let's
re-set for the finale. Call the principal and health folk. They're scheduled on. Snap it up. (Mrs. Weaver
arranges students to pass forward
with placards. Pupils line up front.
Enters principal and others. They
line up diagonally across state joining hands) .
I am the Retarded Reader
I am the Average
I am the Gifted
I represent the Handicapped
I am the Shy One
I am the Maladjusted
I am the classroom teacher
Technician-Good, Okey, shootNarrator: -These and many more find
their way to the school room. They
need help of various types. The
purpose of the good school library
is the same as that of the school.
These pupils make a fertile field
for service. The library has a definite part to play toward helping the
school fulfill its "excuse for being."
It collects the needed materials and
makes them available. IT MUST
SEE THAT THEY ARE USED. Let
there be no Dust catchers on the
shelves. (Join hands Everybody)
Pupils, principals, teachers and Librarian all join hands and get what
Books hold for us. AND DUST
SHALL NOT BE THEIR DESTINY.
Finale.
Prof. A. W. McDonald was guest professor at Prairie View A. & M. College in
the Departments of Mathematics and Social Science, while Mr. H. L. Dansby was
guest professor at Grambling College in
the Natural Science Department for the
summer.

NOTICE
Persons who plan to attend the annual
convention in November, 1948, at Dallas
should make reservations for lodging early
by writing Albert J . Williams, Chairman of
Housing Committee, 3530 Edgewood Street,
Dallas. Telephone H-8-6957.
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The Pre-Service Training of Teachers
"Pre-service teachers are trained the
same way they were ten years ago."1
This is the conclusion which G. D.
McGrath, director of teacher training at
the University of Illinois, drew after he
studied the programs of 400 teachertraining institutions. Even if we should
argue with author McGrath that we have
made notable improvements in our teacher-training programs here and there; we
could not successfully deny that there are
gaps and weaknesses in the teacher-training programs of many colleges and universities.
Assuming that most of the readers of
this article will be persons who live and
work in the state of Texas, the writer
chose to concern herself chiefly with problems affecting the preservice training of
teachers in this area.
In an effort to get one type of appraisal of the effectiveness of teachertraining programs as reflected through
the quality of work of teachers in service,
the writer submitted the following questions to 284 principals in Texas schools
whose experience as principals ranged
from 1 to 50 years.
1. In what information, skills, and abilities are teachers who have come under
your supervision least prepared?

2. As reflected through the many
teachers whose work you have seen, in
what specific ways are teacher-training
institutions doing their best work?
There were responses from 200 principals.
Because there was such a wide variety of • reSponses to questions I, the
writer reajized that giving the frequency
with _which specific skills and abilities
were found lacking by the princpals, would
be less useful than citing items that indicated consensus of opinion among those
answering. With the exception of weakness in discipline which 44.4 per cent of
the principals cited; inability to teach
functional English, 28 per cent; inability to
teach fundamental mathematics; 20 per
cent, and insufficient technique to teach
subject matter which they seemed to
know, 15.5 per cent; the areas in which
principals stated that they found teachers
least prepared, ranged from general classroom management to sponsorship in extraclass activities.
While only five per cent of the principals stated that teachers whose work
they had supervised exhibited limitations
in their concepts of broad socio-economics
TWELVE
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and political problems, the writer thinks
that it points to a deficiency which teacher-training institutions must work ncreasingly hard to overcome.
No matter how much skill one may
have in teaching technique, if he or she
is not deeply conscious of the cause-effect
factors in the social order; he does not
have a broad enough perspective to conribue his share to the development of an
intelligent citizenry.
One principal of a very large city high
school stated that he had found teachers
with a very poor conception of the place
of the school in the social order, and suggested that colleges would do well to train
preservice teachers to understand the important relationship between the school
and the immediate community, at least.

planning; 1 7per cent, in training the
teacher of the elementary grades; and
eight per cent, in the area of teaching
trainees the value of correlating subject
matter.
While the writer realizes that the
methods which she has used to try to
judge the process of training teachers by
the products of teacher-training institutions is open to many questions and criticisms; she believes that it is a fair index
to some of the specific problems which
institutions for the pre-service training of
teachers must consider.
PROBLEMS AFFECTING PROGRAM
Even under relatively ideal conditions
the training of pre-service teachers is affected by some very stubborn problems.

1. The practice or cadet teacher who
is placed in a public school is in many
ways like an interne who is doing his
practce work in a hospital; he is sometimes doubted by pupils and parents just
Speaking in the same vein, another
principal observed that far too many as the interne is doubted by patients and
their loved ones. 2. It sometimes develops
teachers are misfits in the area of public
that the !Jractice teacher in a public
relations between the school and the comschool is regarded as an oddity to be enmunity.
dured from six to eight weeks. 3. PrinGeneral lack of knowledge of subjectcipals and supervisors sometimes find it
matter; in ability to apply guidance and difficult to find enough teachers in service in a given school whose skill in teachpsychological techniques which they
"claim" to know, but can only talk about;
ing renders the teacher able to serve as
inability to keep their personal behavior cooperating or supervising teachers for
all of the practice teachers in that school.
on a moral level acceptable to the community; lack of initiative; no usable 4. Directors of pre-service teaching in
knowledge of health education; inability • teacher-training institutions which operate
their own campus elementary and high
to make accurate attendance and other reports; inability to make intelligent use of schools. are wary of having students do
all their practice work in campus laborcommunity resources; the illogical use in
their classrooms of teaching methods atory schools because they think there
is too large a factor of selection in pupil
which were used by their college propersonnel. 5. Many problems are posed
fessors; inability to make classroom provision for individual differences; inability for the trainee who has a class load or
other college courses and who is also ento evaluate the results of their teaching;
inability to get along agreeably with other rolled for practice teachin~ if his practice
work is to be done in cities and towns
teachers, and no knowledge of professional
ethics are additional weaknesses which outside of the one in which the college is
located. Jt seems, however, that two inwere pointed out by the principals.
The responses to the question about the stitutions in Texas, namely Prairie View
and Bishop College, have successfully adareas in which teacher-training institujusted the matter of a student's le'l.ving
tions are doing their best work, revealed
very little that would indicate a concensus the campus to do his practice work. The
idea of requiring trainees to do a fifth year
of opinion.
of collegiate work in which the whole
Thirteen per cent of the principals
yea r would be given to his internship is
stated that teacher-training instituions
gaining much favor in educational circles.
are doing heir best work in the area of
training teachers to know at least one
One might well ask those who are insubject matter field well; 15.1 per cent, clined to arch a brow over this practice
in the area of extra curricula activities;
of requiring a fifth year, whether the
three per cent each in teaching the imteachers of children should not be as wellportance of audio-visual aids and lesson prepared as medical physicians. 6. Al-

,,
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though colleges are not obligated to give
a passing grade to all who enroll in practice teaching; it must enroll and in most
cases assign to practice work, any student who takes the course. For reasons
both to delicate and numerous to discuss
many students who were very poor and
barely pass in their practice work land
good positions in large well-organized
systems.

r

Perhaps the most encouraging aspect
of teacher training is that most institutions
which are engaged in the training of preservce teachers have a very healthy spirit
of self-criticism. The writer, like many
another instructor in education, realizes
that the principals who answered the
questions discussed in this article have
pointed to notable weaknesses in our work.
It is becoming increasingly necessary for
teacher-education programs to make the
following changes in their programs: 1. To
exercise care in the selection of trainees,
2. To extend the time of training either
by a year or a semester. 3. To teach the
trainee some more subject matter in such
areas as geography, history, mathematics,
English, health and physical education and
to provide ample practice in techniques
of getting the subject matter over to the
learner. 4. To provide laboratory work in
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guidance, evaluation, and child study. 5,
To provide real opportunities to use audio-,
visual aids and community resources in,
teaching.
Meanwhile, principals and teachers-inservice must realize that the schools in
which they work are the laboratories in
which pre-service teachers must be placed
if they are to secure the best training
in a normal setting, and if the student
can see a teacher-in-service proving that
his (thetstudent's) recently-gained information actually bears results in the classroom, he will be encouraged to try to
develop proper training skills.
·Teachers-in-service who are cooperating teachers would do a very necessary
service if they would studiously avoid
regarding the student teacher as a finished
product. Constructive criticism from the
in-service teacher can !:,ring very praiseworthy changes in the work of the student
teacher.
All of the teachers of Galveston and
County will re-enroll in the Colored
Teachers State Association of Texas during the months of October and November.

Education Week Theme
Set.
Strengthening the Foundations of
Freedom has been chosen as the
theme for the 1948 celebration of
American Education Week, November 7 to 13, inclusive. Topics for
each day in the week, beginning
with Sunday, November 7, are:
Learning To Live Together; Improving the Educational Program;
Securing Qualified Teachers; Providing Adequate Finance; Safeguarding Our America; Promoting
Health and Safety ; Developing
Worthy Family Life.
American Education Week is
sponsored by: National Education
Association, United States Office of
Education, American Legion, and the
National Congress of Parents and
Teachers.

HONOR SCHOOLS
Weimar: High School, R. A. Atkinson,
principal.

COLORED TEACHERS STATE ASSOCIATION EXECUTIVE COMMI'n'EE

t
Seated-Left to right: 1. W. R. Banka, 2. M. B. Davia, 3. Mra.
Pauline Watkina Campbell. 4. 0. W Crump. 5. Mra. FaYora. Dallas
Teacher's Council. 6. R. A. Atkinson. 7. Mias Ellie A. Walla. 8. W.

L. D. Johnaon, 9. Mra. Hasel Harny Peace. 10. J. E. Gooden. 11. A.
W. Jackson
Standing-Left to right: J S. Henry. R. W. Stafford. F. R. Rice. Preaident J. J. _Rhoads. J. M. Jacquet. T. L. Holly. T. B. Mitchell.
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Nine Points of Adninistration
•

Starts on Page 4

meetings serve as a good means of bolstering up the principal's spirit. There he will
find that teachers want laws and regulations lived up to as much as any other
administrative officer. Then too we will
find that teachers are far more critical of
each other than the principal could ever
afford to be.
The principal should (5) have respect
for opinions different from his own. Principals must not forget that we are not oppointed to our positions because we are
the most brilliant thinkers, the most
scholarly, the most capable and competent
individual in the whole school. Therefore,
it would be well for the administrator
to forever remain approachable and accessible to his teachers. No principal can
blueprint a school program with "X marking the spot" where a teacher is needed
most at any particular time. Situations and
emergencies determine this. Allow the
teacher to participate in the thinking-out
of school policies and regulations and
curriculum planning.
To capture the soul of a teacher and
then allow the spirit to escape leaves a
great problem on the administrator's hand.
It is the soul and spirit that the principal
needs. Principals who insist to their faculties that "I am that I am," or, "I run this
school, not you," spend many sleepless
nights wondering what is wrong with the
school's program. The first thing that is
wrong is the prinicpal himself.
Heaven forbid the day to come when
teachers will really step aside and let
the demagogue principal run his school.
Pandemonium generally is the result.
When teachers so will, they can crucify a
"czar" principal painlessly. Everything he
requests will be done, and at the same
time they will block the school's progress
by saying, "Don't ask me. I don't run the
school ; the principal does."
One cost that must be paid to be a
good administrator is that (6) the administrator must always be brave, courageous and gallant. The good principal
must never "fold up" or "crawl when the
security of the group or an individual is
at stake. Only one time is necessary for
this to happen for the prinicpal to lose his
status forever.
Unwise faculty members will sometimes take a principal to task in faculty
meetings on issues that should be discussed behind closed doors. If the subordinate sets the stage for action and the
principal shirks, the principal may as well
"hang up his gloves,' when the faculty
witnesses such.
Just because one is principal he is by
no means licensed to go about "crushing
feelings" and trampling on other people's
emotions, about as Shakespeare said in
FOURTEEN
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Hamlet, "Beware of entrance into a
quarrel, but being in, bear it so that the
opposed will be aware of thee." Principals
should conduct their affairs in such manner as to leave a lasting impression on
belligerents; that they entangled with no
ordinary person.
Principals should strive hard to explain
and satisfy all teachers within reason.
However, there are some teachers who
find measures that distort their purposes
very distasteful. In such cases the administartor should try hard to be right and his
decisions should represent deep conviction,
but subinordinates who will not accept
should not cause any loss of sleep. Only
worry much about the opinions of those
superiors to yourself as long as you believe yourself to be right.
Teachers can do their best work only
when (7) the prinicpal gives to them a
sense of security. Any principal who has
to depend on threats of a teacher's job
to get his program underway is indeed a
"fugitive from good school management."
Threats that "your job is in my hands" or
"I'll see to it that you will not be reelected," etc., are the poorest sort of administrative procedure. In fact, they have
not the slightest administrative aspect.
In some instances principals threaten
a teacher's security because of church
affairs, Greek letter relationships, and
things entirely foreign from classroom
management. When ever a teacher's tenure
is threatened by a principal, who within
himself feels even more insecure, teachers
then begin to think more about their employment than the children at hand to be
taught. Such procedure is an open confession on he part of the principal that
he feels hemself inferior to the job he holds
as well as to the teachers he is assigned
to supervise.
It would further be well that a principal become skeptical of a teacher who
feels very insecure, especially one whose
performance has never been questioned.
Again such practice is an expression of
a self-known weakness. Watch closely and
you soon discover it.
In my opinion an essential of administration is for the principal (8) to do such
things in his community as to allow his
teachers the opportunity to be proud of .
him. People do a much better job when
they find qualities about their executive for
which they may take pride and feel that
contact with him broadens them. Teachers,
like all other people, go in for their share
of hero worship. It is indeed embarrassing
to a teacher to be working under a principal of whom they are ashamed, one who
is backward, narrow minded, non-creative,
a muck-raker, and a bigot.
The degree of pride a teacher takes
in the principal is in direct ratio to the
type of work this teacher will do under
him. It is very embarrassing to an em-

ployee when he can not enthusiastically
say, "Come, I want you to meet my boss."
This is possible in schools only in so much
as the principal serves as an advancing
ideal.
A principal should at all times be aware
of what is happening in his school, but (9)
should consider himself too big to enter
into petty things in or about his school.
Teacher assignments should be made
plain and with due discretion. After this
is done the principal should move out of
the way and allow teachers to carry aut
the assignment in the manner they are
sure will terminate in success. But few
things about a school are more undesirable
than a principal who specializes in little
things. Generally this is done at the expense of neglectng bigger things.
Every misunderstanding between teachers----coaching an athletic team, whose
church the teacher belongs to, and numerous other petty things should be regarded as too small to deserve the attention
of a school administrator. Do not try to
hear or know everything that is said about
you. Answering "hear-says" invariably
leads to littleness.
People seldom respond better for us
than we expect. The pupil seldom does
better than the teacher expects; the teacher seldom performs better than the principal expects. To expect a little is to get a
little. The principal should expect much
of his staff and much shall be realized.
The biggest job the principal has to perform is to find and discover praiseworthy
things about his co-workers while the
least task to be performed is destructive
criticism.

Childhood Educational Program
•

Starts on Page 7

:>f this group which was held at Brue.,
Elementary School. Harper Junior High
School has invited the organization's next
meeting.
A short social period follows each
business session, and here teachers further
exchange ideas and make new contacts.
Houston stands ready to assist any interested group in organizing a branch of this
progressive organization.
The A. C. E. goes forward in Texas!

First 1948 Enrollment
Mrs. Delia M. Norman, Jeanes Supervisor and instructor at Tillotson College
sends in first membership enrollment for
1948. The following teachers are first to
enroll for 1948-49: Mrs. B. L . Thornton,
Itasca; Miss Naomi E. Washington, Bon
Wier; Mrs. Christine Ravens, Borger; and
l\trs. Delia M. Norman, Austin.
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Quality Counts
•

Starts on Page 6

physicians, dentists, and nurses who understand the educational implications.
The physical condition of a student determines the kind of physical education
program in which he should participate
just as it determines the extent and nature
of his participation in the rest of the curriculum.

• .r
I

2. Effectve follow-up of the examination
with provision for indicated protective
and corrective measures.
Every child has a right to health. If
he is suffering from remediable defects,
all steps necessary to have them corrected should be provided by the home,
the school, and the community. If a condition exists which cannot be corrected,
the child should know that his way of
life must be modified to fit this pattern
and that when he makes the necessary
adjustments, he can still be happy and
successful.

3. Opportunities for participating in and
acquiring skills and interest in a wide
variety of well-directed physical education activities.
The elementary-school program should
include rhythms, story plays, mimetics,
games, relays, sports skills and sports,
stunts and other self-testing activities, and
swimming and other aquatics, if at all
possible.
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budget for maintenance of old and the
purchase of new equipment. Good teachment and make provision in the annual
ers and principals are concerned with organizing the school day and conducting
physical education classes so that maximum use is made of the equipment.
6. Adequate facilities
The "laboratories" of physical education are many and varied. The greatest
necessity is space for the children to run,
throw balls and engage in other bigmuscle activities, with a minimum of hazards to safety and health. Much can be
done to adjust to and utilize fully the
natural surroundings. In many localities
it is desirable to have an all-weather
play space for use when the ground is
wet.

Indoor space can be improvised and
used in almost any situation, through elementary school children should have a
playroom or gymnasium. . For children in
the grades above the primary level, facililities for changing clothes and showering not only provide for more comfort
and for saving of their school clothes but
also offer greater opportunity for applying some basic principles of healthful living.
A growing and meritorious practice is
to plan neighbor - hood - park schools
wherein facilities are used in a broad
program of recreation during nonschool
hours.
7. Adequately trained and interested per-

sonnel

4. Adequate time each day for physical
activity.
The Joint Committee on Health Problems in Education of the National Education Association and American Medical
Associaton and American Medical Association says "Pupils in the elementary
school should have sufficient physical activity (4-6 hours daily) to contribute to
normal growth and development. Obviously, this amount of activity cannot be
scheduled within the school day proper.
Therefore, a minimum of two 30-minute
periods, one in the morning and one in the
afternoon, is recommended; one for instruction in physical education activities
and one for supervised activity with an
organization of the school day that will
permit an adequate amount of free time
for activity and play through the day."

In addition, there is need for supervisors, consultants, and teachers with special training in physical education who
are capable of assisting the administrators
and teachers in improving and extending
the school program.

5. Adequate equipment

8. Greater use of community resources

It is true, of course, that many desirable and vigorous physical education activities require little or no equipment but
"tools of learnng" in the form of special
equipment are just as essential to a broad
and varied program of physical education
as resource materials are to the
academic field.
Progressive boards of education provide adequate physical education equip-

There is heartening improvement in
many communities in the cooperation
among school personnel and others who
serve the public. The community-centered school makes effective use of the
resources to be found in almost any community to the end that there are improved services and opportunities for the
health and physical and social well-being
of the boys and girls. Through intelli-

Superintendents and principals should
know the place and scope of health and
physical education and support and encourage a sound program.
Classroom teachers should be prepared
to organize, plan, and conduct a saitsfactory program of directed physical activities. This emphasizes the necessity of
including instructon and experience in
physical education in the pre-service education of prospective elementary school
teachers.

gent coordination, the schools and other
agencies supplement the work of each
other and avoid unwise duplication of effort or expenditures. This encourages a
rich and varied in-school and out-ofschool program.

What children will be, they are now
becoming. Physical education will help
them develop total fitness so that they
may be come strong, healthy, and effective citizens capable or meeting the challenges of contemporary society.-Reprint
School Life, June, 1948.

NaV1J College Training Program
The Navy announced recently that the
third nation-wide competitive examination
for its College Training Program has been
scheduled for December 11, 1948, and will
be open to high school seniors or graduates within the age requirements. Successful candidates will be given a four-year
college education at government expense
and will be commissioned as officers of
the Navy or Marine Corps· upon graduation.
The program is open to male citizens of
the United States between the ages of 17
and 21, and quotas have been assigned to
each state and territory on the basis of
its high schcool population. Those who are
successful in passing the aptitude test will
be interviewed and given physical examinations ; then; if found in all respects
qualified, their names will be submitted
to state and territorial Selection Committees composed of prominent citizens
and Naval officers. The Navy expects to
enter about 2,350 students into the program commencing with the fall term of
college, 1949.
The students selected by these competitive examinations will be assigned to
the 52 Naval Reserve Officers' Training
Corps units which are located in various
universities and colleges in the United
States. If accepted by the college, they
will be appointed Midshipmen, U.S.N.R.,
and will have their tuition, books, and
normal fees paid by the government. In
addition they will receive pay at the rate
of $50.00 a month for the four-year period.
Upon graduation they may be commissioned officers in the Regular Navy or Marine Corps and required to serve on active
duty for two years. At the end of that
time they may apply for retention in the
Regular Navy or Marine Corps, or transfer
to the Reserve and return to civilian life.
FIFTEEN
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The President's Office
Fellow Teachers:

We are now facing our 1948 annual
meeting. I feel that each of you will greet
it with much joy, because of the interest
you have manifested to make this, your
Association, the best in its history.
The program which is being prepared
will have participants of outstandng ability.
Dr. Benjamin E . Mayes, President of
Morehouse College, Atlanta, Georgia, has
accepted the invitation to be our guest
speaker. Dr. Harl R. Douglass, Ph. D., Director of the College of Education, University of Colorado, has also been invited
to appear on the program. Other outstanding speakers have been invited so
hat each one who attends can feel that he
is a part of a great organization.
Dallas, our host city, is making special
efforts to give us the best entertainment
at a minimum cost.
Contact has been made with the Southern Pacific Lines for the best accommodations to and from Dallas, possible. First
Class transportation will be furnished
those who desire such.
A special committee that has been appointed to arrange pullman and chair accommodations for delegates will release
a special schedule. Mr. McDade has been
appointed chairman of this committee. Mr.
Pierson of Beaumont, Mr. Greer of El
Campo, Mr. T. B. Mitchell of Kendleton
and Mr. Spignor of Calvert will work with
Mr. McDade.
Music-Mrs. C. C. Sampson of Corpus
Christi will be director of the Annual
Musical. The music directors of each District Association will be Associate Directors. Mr. W . L . D. Johnson of Houston is
director of Membership Drive. Mail your
membership dues early.
The President, Mr. F . R. Rice and Mr.
Reeves will have valuable information for
you as results of having attended the
meetings of the National Teachers Associations.
Please permit me to beg of you to begin
now to prepare to give the Association the
best you have in every way you can in attendance, co-operation, and loyalty to the
program.
Remember the motto-"My Association, Your Association, Let's Make it the
Best Association."
Family-Aw, gee, Dad, let's buy a new
car!
Dad-Wait till I've had a ride in the
old one, will you?
SIXTEEN
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State Representative to the NEA
F . R. Rice, principal, Blackshear School,
member of the Executive Committee of
the Colored State Teachers Association,
was recommended by Mr. R. A. Atkinson,
president of the C. T. S. A., and appointed

by Miss Emma Mae Brotze, president of
T. S. T. A. (white), as a delegate to the
Representative Assembly of the NEA held
in Cleveland, Ohio, July 5-9. This is the
first time a Negro delegate has been appointed by the president of the TSTA to
the Representative Assembly of the NEA.
ginaThe NEA recognizes only one State
Associatiaon.
The integration of the Colored State
Teachers Association and the NEA is the
culmination of a movement started during
the administration of Mr. 0 . W. Crump.
He appointed an integration committee
with Mr. Rice as chairman.
Mr. Rice worked incessantly with Mr .
B. B. Cobb and other white and Negro
educators on the idea of appointing Negro
delegates on the basis of their membership
in the NEA. The membership determines
the number of delegates a state may be
entitled to without regards to race.

F. R. RICE

Eleventh Annual
Principals' Conference
October 29-30. 1948
Huntsville, Texas

FRIDAY MORNING
Houston High School.

SESSION - Sam

THEME-"THE SCHOOL FACES THE
FUTURE."
Program-9:00-12:00
Opening details to be arranged.
1. A Study of the Pupil Personnel Program.
Address-Speaker to be selected.
II. The Principal as a Professional
Leader.
Address-Dr. J. W. Edgar, Superintendent Austin Public Schools.
FRIDAY AFTERNOON-! : 00-4: 00
Discussion Groups
1. Pupil Personnel Program.
S. D. Kane, Chairman.
H. C. Johnson, Assistant Chairman.
D. M. White, Recorder.
Consultant to be appointed.
II. The Principal as a Professional

Leader.
A . E. Alton, Chairman.
W. C. Johnston, Assistant Chairman.
Joseph McMillen, Recorder.
Dr. J. W. Edgar, Consultant.

Mr. Rice will give a detail report at
the next Executive Committee meeting
and outline the next step for integration
in the NEA.

Other Consultants to be appointed.
FRIDAY NIGHT-8.00 P. M.
III. Annual Banquet.
Report of Evaluation Committee.
F . R. Rice, Chairman.
Dr. C. R. Odom, Assistant Chairman .
Mrs. L . M. McDonald.
L . A. Morgan.
SATURDAY MORNING SESSJON9: 00-12:00
ill. Demonstrations of Equipment and
Aids-11: 00-12: 00.
1. Business Session-9: 00-10: 00.

II. Exhibits of School Materials
Equipment-10: 00-11: 00.

and

Note:
Mr. L . A. Morgan, president of the conference, will work out the preliminary details with local authorities as soon as possible. All principals as asked to register
with the secretary, Mr. W. K . Jones, Nacaogdoches, Texas, as early as possible.
L. A. Morgan, president.
F. R. Rice, Chairman of Planning Committee.

Wise Johnny
Mother-Come, here, Johnny. I have
some good news for you.
Johnnie (without enthusiasm) - Yes,
I know, father is home again.
Yes, but how did you know?
My bank won't rattle any more.

I

'
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:Key C:ollectors for 1948 Enrollment
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Addresses

Adams, Mrs. Theobyrda, 2710 N. Pecan,
Beaumont
Adams, Mrs. Ester Alton, Martin Jr. High
School, Beaumont.
Atkinson, Mr. R. A., Box 71, Weimar.
Alexander, Mr. B. R., Flynn.
Allen, Mr. N. R., Rt. 2, Box 56, Lindale.
Allen, Mr. N. A., Needville.
Alton, Mr. A. E., 2009 Main St., Texarkana.
Alton, Mr. W. I., 900 N. Alrno, Brenham.
Anderson, Mr. A. B., Rt. 9, Box, 389,
Houston.
Anderson, Mr. V., Rt. 2, Box 4, McGregor.
Anthony, Mr. Vernon A., 0 . L. Price High
School, Taylor.
Armstrong, Mrs. Albertha, Box 58, Rusk.
Armstrong, Mrs. C. G., Box 14, Liberty.
Asberry, Mrs. Willie, Fletcher & Pacific,
Dallas.
Austin, Mr. R. S ., 1218 N. Moore, Tyler.
Aycox, Mrs. Minnie B ., Paul Quinn College, Waco.
Barlow, Mrs. M. K., Sugarland.
Barlow, Mr. B. J ., 858 Gladys St., Beaumont.
Batts, Mr. W. M., Box 741, Crockett.
Bell, Mrs. F . M ., Fresno.
Berry, Miss Blanch, Box 607, Huntsville.
Berry, Mr. B. I., Kerbyville.
Bevis, Mr. R. E., 628 S. 12th St., Waco.
Blocker, Mrs. Nona Mae, Rt. 33, Caldwell.
Bly, Miss Lizzie J ., County Court House,
Paris.
Bolden, Mr. C. L., 114 Sam Rankin, Corpus
Christi.
Bowden, Miss Artemesia, St. Phillip Jr.
College, San Antonio.
Boyd, Mr. Mitchell D ., 1018 E. Pecan St.,
Sherman.
Boutte, Mrs. Libbie P., 2302 Dowling St.,
Houston.
Bradford, Mr. Chas. E., Alto.
Bradford, Mr. G. W., Rusk.
Brashear, Mrs. Jimmie T., Hall & Cochran,
Dallas.
Brooks, Mrs. F . D. N., Box 183, Sealey.
Brooks, Mrs. C. W ., Trenton.
Brooks, Mr. E. K., Prin. Colored High
~chool, Denison.
Birdwell, Mrs. Mary T ., Box 427, Anderson.
Bryant, Dr. Ira B ., 3319 Holman, Houston.
Burns, Mrs. B. V., Cuney.
Butler, Mr. TlJmas, Beckville Colored
School, Carthage.
Bradley, Mrs. Austine, Rt. 1, Box 49 A,
Benchley.
Bradley, Mrs. G. C ., Box 112, Diboll.
Brown, Mr. John H., Central High School,
Troup.

Brown, Miss Lucille, Bryan's Mills.
Calhoun, Mr. T . C., 1408 Cotton St., Austin.
Cameron, Mrs. Bella, 935 Iowa St., San
Antonio.
Campbell, Mrs. Pauline, Box 242, Huntsville.
Canada, Mr. John K., Box 545, Jacksonville.
Caldwell, Mrs. Clara, Box 207, Canton.
Captain, Mr. Avent, New Gull.
Carlwright, Mr. A . 0. G., Gary.
Cavil, Mr. Ben L ., Box 1081, Conroe.
Carter, Mrs. Mary H., 914 Victoria Ave.,
Dallas.
Cash, Mr. L. B., Pittsburg.
Cawthorn, Miss Edna M., Texas College,
Tyler.
Charlston, Mr. L. C., Cason.
Chatham, Mr. R. C ., 1619 Waco Street,
Houston.
Chatham, Mr. T . R., 5506 Lyons Ave.,
Houston 10.
Chester, Mr. A. E., 1717 Bingham Street,
Houston.
Chumley, Mrs. Leo B., Rt. Box 50, Choice.
Clark, Mr. Iris C., Eagle Lake.
Clarke, Mr. R. L., 4080 Ivy Street, Waco.
Clay, Mr. S . C. B., Blackshear High School,
San Angelo.
Clayborn, Mr. Laurie E., P. 0. Box 305,
Forney.
Clerner, Mrs. E . E., Rt. 5., 330, Dixie.
Coleman, Mrs. Clara, Allen.
Collins, Mr. A. L., Rt. 2, Box, 80, Coolidge.
Collins, Mr. H. H., P. 0. Box 597, Goliad.
Collins, Mrs. Stella M., 5312 Canfield, Houston4.
Cofield, Mr. R. G., Box 141, Childress.
Codwell, Dr. J.E., Wheatley High School,
Houston 10.
Cotton, Mr. Walter F ., 603 7th Avenue,
Corsicana.
Craig, Prof., Prin. Colored School, Detroit.
Crowe, Mr. Elbert, Rt. 1, James.
Crawford, Miss Kathleen S., Richmond.
Cunninghom, Miss Gladys, Box 2786, College Station.
Crosby, Mrs. Lorine, Hitchcock.
Dansby, Mr. A. B., Box 1397, Kilgore.
Dansby, Mr. Brook, Cushing.
Davenport, Mrs. Theodessa, Box 772, Freeport.
Davenport, Mr. William P ., Rt. No. 3,
Hubbard.
Davis, Mr. C. L., Pennington.
Davis, Mr. M. B., Box 1238, Jacksonville.
Davis, Mrs. Victoria, Carthage.
Davis, Mr. W. Marrion, Colored High
School, Baytown.
Dawson, Mr. E. W., Box 852, Wharton.

Dennis, Mrs. Ora Mae, Rt. 2, Box 74, Bron-

son.
Dixon, Mrs. Catherine, Bells.
Dixon, Mr. Thomas E., Daule High School,
Cuero.
Dodson, Mr. E. H ., Rt. 2, Naples.
Dorsey, Mr. C . H ., Box 682, Eastland.
Douglas, Mr. Bernyce, Washington High
School, Gainsville.
Douglass, Mrs. W. M., Box 606, Jefferson.
Duval, Mr. D. T., Box 63 Chapel Hill.
Easter, Mrs. Rosalie, 1418 Solo, Houston
10.
Edwards, Mr. George W., Box 91, Halletsville.
Edmerson, Mrs. F . M., Box 43, Brackettville.
Edmonds, Mr. William F ., Box 1091, Street-

man.
Elliott, Mrs. Thelma, Samuel Houston College, Austin.
Enge, Prin., Colored High School, Grapeland.
Estelle, Mr. A. B. L., 1619 Alamo Street,
Brenham.
Evans, Mr. W. M., Rt. 2, Box 116, Wortham.
Everhart, Mr. J . L ., 513 Roosevelt Street,
Longview.
Farris, Supt. J. R., Woodland High School,
Mexia.
Fair, Mr. E. L., Box 315, Bastrop.
Farris, Mr. H . L ., Lawson High School,
Montgomery.
Fields, Mr. Harold D., 502 Ragsdale St.,
Jacksonville.
Flint, Mr. F. A., Colored High School,
Cuney.
Fenet, Jr., Mr. J . W., Box 212, McKinney.
Forte, Mrs. Labertha H., Center.
Fountain, Mr. James, Van Alystine.
Franklin, Mr. E. H ., Colored School, Eagle
Lake.
Franklin, Mr. T. G., Carver School, Karnack.
Frazier, Prof., Prin. Lincoln High School,
Denison.
Flewellyn, Mr. M. F., Prin. Sunset School,
Texarkana.
Gates, Mr. S. H., Douglass Jr. High, San
Antonia.
Gaines, Mr. H. L., Rt. 4, Box 182 A, Tyler.
Gill, Mr. M. B., 1493 Cable, Beaumont.
Gilmore, Mr. J. E., 3522 Pondrom St.,
Dallas.
Gibson, Mrs. Ada V., 3402 Nagle St.,
Houston.
Gipson, Mrs. A. K ., Prin. Patten School,
Amarillo.
Givens, Mr. T. H., Prin. Gibbons School,
Paris.
Goree, Mr. W. H ., Prin. Newtown School,
Texarkana.
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Gooden, Mr. J. E., 3253 Berry Ave., Houston 4.
Goodman, Mrs. Lula B., Rt. No. 7, Box
755 D, Houston.
Gray, Mrs. Artelia, Box 287, Nacodoches.
Green, Mrs. Cleo E., Box 295, Gilmer.
Greer, Mr. E . 0., Box 661, El Campo.
Grice, Mrs. Carrie, Rt. No. 1, Box 45,
Grapeland.
Grigsby, Mrs. Lee H., 5008 Lyons Ave.,
Houston 10.
Grogan, Mrs. Emmons, 2300 Irvin St.,
Beaumont.
Guess, Mrs. Irine, Prin. Savoy Col. School,
Savoy.
Hardiman, Prof., Prin. Hardin School, Liberty.
Hare, Miss Lody, Frisco.
Harris, Mr. Joel, Colored High School,
Granger.
Harris, Mrs. A. L ., 3009 Ora Street, El
Paso.
Hart, Mrs. Vivian, 111 1/ 3 West Houston St.,
Marshall.
Holston, Mr. H. S., Shamrock.
Harris, Mrs. W. D., 449 N. 8th Street,
Abilene.
Harrison, Mrs. Aryme J ., Box 313, Madisonville.
Harrison, Mr. R. A., Prin. Colored School,
Luling.
Hart, Mrs. 0 . Vivian .
Handley, Mr. Virgie C., Box 172, Rotan.
Hendricks, Mr. H . G., 1910 Brooklyn St.,
Beaumont.
Heard, Mr. J . W., Box 60, Mexia.
Hebert, Mr. Esan T., 3990 Lou Street,
Beaumont.
Hennington, Mr. Samuel H., Rt. No. 3, Box
32, Linden.
Henry, Mr. W. M., Prin. Colored High,
Crockett.
Henry, Mr. J . S., 1118 S. 4th St., Waco.
Hill, Mrs. Hellonee, Fairfield.
Hill, Mrs. Laura N. C., Humble.
Hilliard, Mr. A. G., Tyler.
Hines, Mr. H. J ., 800 Bennett St., Marlin.
Hines, Mr. C. J ., Prin. Darrell School,
Dallas.
Hicks, Mr. M . Z., Colored High School,
Waxaachie.
Holden, Mr. P. H., Hutchins at Gray,
Houston.
Holley, Mrs. Irene, 1537 E. Crockett, San
Antonio.
Holland , Mr. H. I., Julia Frazier School,
Dallas.
Holland, Mr. W. S., 3702 Bremond St.,
Houston.
Horace, Mr. D. M., Groveton.
Hudson, Mrs. M. B., 524 N. First St., Longview.
Hufbbard. Mr. Genoa, Rt. 7, Box 103,
P alestine.
Huckaby, Mr. J . L ., Wwhitewright.
Hunter, Mr. B. F ., Ponta.
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Huey, Mrs. J. A., Tyler.
Hurdle, Mr. I. Q ., 1416 E . 12th St., Austin.
Inge, Mr. G. P., Prin. Wheatley High, San
Antonio.
Isaacs, Mrs. Pearl, Coit Rd., Near Forest
Lane, Dallas.
Jackson, Mr. E., Prin. Col. High, Wichita
Falls.
Jackson, Mrs. Estella J ., Box 30, Harleton.
Jackson, Mr. A . W ., Roseberg.
Jaquet, Mr. J . M., Carver Jr. High, Ft.
Worth.
James, Miss Rachel, 1600 E. 13th St., Austin.
Jingles, Mr. Chas. L., Fisher High School,
Box 29, Athens.
Johnson, Mr. H. E., Prin. Carver School,
Corpus Christi.
Johnson, Mr. Scott E., Prin. Colored High
School, Huntsville.
Johnson, Mr. H. C., Charlton-Pollard High,
Beaumont.
Johnson, Mrs. P . D., Box 664, Marshall.
Johnson, Mr. Lee, Arp Colored High
School, Arp.
Johnson, Mr. P . H ., Marietta.
Johnson, Mr. W. L . D., 2415 Dowling St.,
Houston.
Johnson, Mr. W.W., Box 192, Corrigan.
Johns, Mr. J. H ., 3102 Lyons.
Jones, Miss Amye, Box 311, Madisonville.
Jones, Mrs. B. D., Rt. No. 1, Douglassville.
Jones, Mr. W. B., Box 92, Sulphur Springs.
Jones, Mrs. Neva, Mineola.
Jones, Mr. W. E., Box 269, Nacogdoches.
Jones, Mrs . ... . M. P., Box 137, San Augustine.
Jordan, Mr. E. L., P rin, Carver High, Midland.
King, Mr. S. D., Prin. Washington School,
San Antonio.
Kerr, Mr. George, Box 553, Spur.
Kelley, l\'Ir. Emma, Prin. Carver School,
New Caney.
King, Mr. H. L., Prin.-Terrell High School,
Ft. Worth.
Kirven, Mr. F. L., Mexia.
Kirven, Mr. Lewis C. Douglas Elementary
School, Mexia.
Kilpatrick, Miss Mabel, Prin. Grant Park
School, Houston.
K emp, Rev. I. B., Columbus.
Lacy, Mr. George, 1800 Lamar Street, P ort
Arthur.
Lanier, Dr. R. 0 ., President T. S. U.,
Houston 4.
Lee, Prof., Prin. Washington High School,
Celina.
Lee, Mr. Albert V. Midway.
Lewis, Mr. Charlie, Rt. No. 1, Box 45 A,
Newton.
Lee, Miss Lula J., Box 474, Richmond.
Lewis, Mr. Otis F ., Box 1082, Henderson.
Littleton, Mr. R. D., Prin. Moore Training
School, Bryan .
Love, Mr. Charles, Bremond High Colored
School, Bremond.
Lovitt, Mr. L . V., Rt. No. 7, Box 08, Palestine.

Madison, Mr. J . C., Box 785, Navasota.
Mack, Mrs. Bernice Sedelia, Consolidated
High School, Chester.
Mathis, Mr. L . A ., Rt. No. 1, Box 195,
Jefferson.
Malone, Mr. J., Keyuga.
Marshall, Mr. D. M., Gross High School,
Victory.
Marshall, Mr. T. D., Lincoln High School,
Dallas.
McAfee, Jr., Mr. L . F., New Boston.
McClure, Mr. Foster D., Box 1542, Jacksonville.
McCullough, Mrs. Irene, Box 117, Lufkin.
McDade, Mr. J. C., 2120 Hutchins St.,
Houston.
McDonald, Mrs. Lucy Mae, Farris.
McDonald, Mr. L. G., 207 Elmore, Cleburne.
McDonald, Mr. A . W ., Galveston.
McGary, Miss Helen Ruth, Linden.
McMillian, Mr. Joseph, Prin. Wheatley
School, Dallas.
Meridith, Mr. G. C., 1218 S. 10th Street.
Temple.
Miller, Mr. A. T ., Lincoln High School,
Port Arthur.
Minfield, Mrs. Frankie, 4300 Lyons Ave.,
Houston 10.
Mitchell, Mrs. E . W., Box 826, Marshall.
Mitchell, Mr. T. B., Box 67, Kendleton.
Mitchell, Miss llie B., Rt. 2, Bex 37, Omaha.
Montgomery, Mr. G. C., Prin. New Hope
High School, Goodrich.
Moore, Mr. A. L ., 3010 Voth Road, Beaumont.
Moore, Principal, Carver High School,
Frankston.
Moore, Mr. C. L ., Prin. Olive :3chool,
Austin.
Mosbey, Mr. Thomas W., Fodice.
Mosbey, Prof., Prin. Colored School. Kilgore.
Moss, Mr. Clinton, Box 789, Gar:-ison.
Mosley, Mrs. R. J ., 3206 E. Alab2!!1a. Houston.
Morgan, Mr. and Mrs. U. ~-, :Sox 363,
Franklin.
Morgan, Mr. L . A., Prin. Central High ,
Galveston.
Morgan, Mr. L . T., Georgetown.
Murry, Mr. B. C., Col ored H:i;.11 School.
Hearne.
Neal, Mr. R. C., E. A . K imp H igh School.
Bryan.
Neblett, Mr. P. W., 1312 S. ::lfomg omery,
Sherman.
• Norman, Mrs. Delia M., Tillotsc:-! College,
Austin.
Olivier, Mrs. Lois B., 3219 St . I!.manuel,
Houston.
Olivier, Mr. Joseph G., P rin . D-:i:-. ~ar High,
Oakwood.
Overstreet, Prof., Prin. Colored :·L f h . Terrell.
Pemberton, Mr. H . B., Eighth C: ::>enley
Drive, Dallas.
Perry, Mr. W. A. , 2601 Havana, Dallas.
Phillips, Mr. E., Rt. No. 1, Box 74 ~,~ches.
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Patton, Mr. J . L., Booker T. Washington
High, Dallas.
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Perpener, Mr. John, Colored High School,
Greenville.
Pink, Mr. T. L., Whorton.
Pollard, Mr. John A., Box 482, Tatum.
Principal, J. W. Ray School, Dallas.
Powell, Mr. J. E., 3080 W. Voth Road,
Beaumont.
Powell, Mr. J. R., Drawer A., Bartlett.
Pierson, Mr. Frank R., 602 Warren Avenue, Gilmer.
Pierson, Mr. Frank R., Jr., Charlton-Pollard High, Beaumont.
Pruitt, Mr. J. W., Lindale.
Price, Mr. A. L., Hebert High School,
Beaumont.
Penn, Mr. A. S. Prin. York Colored School,
Dallas.
Pitts, Mr. J. C., Prin. Coolred Schools,
Jefferson.
President Parvis College, Hawkins.
President Butler College Tyler.
resident Texas College, Tyler.
President Baptist College, Crockett.
Rambo, Mr. Ernest L., Eagle Lake.
Rand, Mr. E. W., Jarvis College, Hawkins.
Reeves, Mr. G. W., Prairie View A. & M.
College, P . V.
Reeves, Mrs. Inez, Mt. Pleasant.
Reynold, Mr. J. A., Prin. Hart Col. School,
Liberty.
Rice, Mr. F. R., 1609 E. 7th Street, Austin.
Riddles, Mrs. Bessie, Rt. No. 6, Box 291 A,
Dallas.
Robertson, Mrs. Jessie L., 1409 W. Dallas,
Houston.
Robinson, Mr. Edward, Box 549, Livingston.
Robinson, Mr. G. T., 310 W. Nelson St.,
Longview.
Robinson, Mr. Gladys, Rt. No. 1, Box 79,
Brazoria.
Rowe, Mr. D. A., Box 162, Jasper.
Rutledge, Mr. Paul, Green Bay High
School, Palestine.
Sadberry, Mr. J. C., Littig.
Sams, Mr. Isantha Brookshire.
Sanders, Mr. R. B., Box 604, Columbus.
Sanders, Mrs. Rita, Dangerfield.
Sanders, Prof., Prin. Yokum Colored
School, Yoakum.
Saulsberry, Mr. C. W., Jarvis College,
Hawkins.
Sanderson, ·Mr. J. C., Bruce School, Houston.
Scott, Mrs. Lou Trishia, Newton.
Scott, Rev. J. S., Wiley College, Marshall.
Scott, Mr. S. T., 1723 Ruiz, San Antonio.
Sims, Mr. P. S., Colored School LaMarque.
Simmons, Mr. C. W., Rt. No. 2, Dayton.
Simpson, Mr. E. E., Box 45, Giddings.
Slaughter, Miss Henri M., 842 Mesquite,
Abilene.
Sledge, Mrs. Minnie 0., 3025 Anita St.,
Houston.
Smith, Mr. R. C., Prin. Terrell High, Anderson.
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Smith, Mr. Harold, Rt. No. 1 Box 108,
Whitewright.
Smith, Mr. A. S., Franklin.
Smith, Mr. Thomas, Box 126, Tenaha.
Starr, Mr. T. L., Box 103, Longview.
Stafford, Mr. James L., Colored School,
Greenville.
Stevens, Mr. W. G., 405 University Ave.,
Marshall.
Sparks, Mrs. Lillian M., Box 203, Brownfield.
Spencer, Mrs. Bell., 921 N. Music, Sherman.
Spencer, Mr. I. S., Prin. Edward High,
Gonzales.
Speaker, Mr. J. H., Box 23, Wharton.
Story, Mr. A. M., Box 31, Palestine.
Strain, Mr. J. A. B., Prin. Colored School,
Palestine.
Struggs, Mr. E. C., 2002 East Ave. C, Lubbock.
Sterling, Mr. R., Prin. Washington School,
Galveston.
Sadberry, Mr. C. L., 612 N. Free Street,
Cameron.
Sampson, Mr. C. C., Prin. Cole High, Corpus Christi.
Sanders, Mr. George 0., Texas City.
Scott, Mrs. Lue Tishia, Box 478, Jasper.
Scott, Miss Bertha L., Petty.
Snow, Mrs. Lola B., 1212 Andrew Street,
Houston.
Spigner, Mr. W. D., Box 612, Calvert.
Tapscott, Miss Gertrude, Brenham.
Tarrow, Mr. W. A., College Station.
Thomas, Mr. C. A., 1015 Elmendorf St.,
San Antonio.
Timmons, Mr. R. D., Rt. No. 2, Cherino.
Thompson, Mr. L. E., Prin. Park School,
Marshall.
Tolbert, Mr. L. P., Dunbar High School,
Winona.
Turner, Mr. W. S., Plano.
Taylor, Mr. F. D., Box 246, Manor.
Truitt, Mrs. T. D., Box 307, Lockhart.
Taylor, Mrs. F. V., Box 564, Elgin.
Turner, Mr. Odis H., Bo
177, Jefferson.
Vaughn, Mr. S. A., Rt. No. 1, Greenville.
Waddy, Mr. Edwards, Rt. No. 2, Box 120,
East Bernard.
Waldon, Mr. Marsh., Bonham.
Wallace, Mrs. Emma H., 203 Orange Ave.,
Orange.
Wallace, Mrs. Francis, Box 378, Carthage.
Wallace, Mrs. Francis, Bishop College.
Walton, Mrs. H. L., 1401 Williams St.,
Dallas.
Ware, Mrs. Addie M., Box 353, Crockett.
Warren, Mr. T. H., 2801 Avenue L, Galveston.
Washington, Mr. J. T., Box 101, Bessmay.
Weems, Mrs. Eva., 2807 Flora Street, Dallas.
White, Mr. W. J., Box 608, Marshall.
Williams, Mrs. Elzie R., Rt. No. 3, Box 105,
Longview.
Williams, Mr. F. D., Preston & Gano,
Dallas.

Wilson, Mr. Henry F., Box 424, Seguin.
Wilson, Mr. J . J ., Prin. Moore High School,
Waco.
Wiley, Mr. J . D., Prin. Colored School,
Crosby.
Williams, Mr. J. C., Dunbar School, Dickerson.
Williams, Mrs. Marie T., Huntsville.
Wright, Mr. T. J., Marshall High School,
Angleton.
Wright, Mr. T. W., Beck High School,
Belton.
Wilhite, Mr. 0. D., Colored High School,
Rockdale.
Washington, Mr. E. B., Lyons.
Washington, Mr. N. S., Box 363, Groesbeck.
Weimer, Mr. W. H., Leigh.
Webber, Mr. Roscoe C., Rt. No. 1, Box 71,
Normangee.
Wedgeworth, Mr. E. B ., Box 34, Dime Box.
Wilson, Mrs. Alma A., 2009 Winbern Houston.
Wilson, Mr. B. T., 224 Houston St., Kerrville.
Williams, Mr. A. M., Rt. No. 2, Chiesman.
Williams, Mr. Jesse H., Rt. No. 1, Box 82A,
Garwood.
Woodfork, Mr. I. H., Rt. No. 2, Box 69,
Giddings.
Wright, Mrs. Lillie B., 3209 Center St.,
Houston.
Waring, Mr. W. 0., Rt. No. 1, Douglasville.
Young, Mrs. Silverlean M., Box 567, Palestine.
Young, Mrs. Ethel M., 7120 N. Main St.,
Houston.
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STECK WORKTEXT*

America's best
value in expendable textbooks-bigger books at
lower prices.
Cover all major subjects for grades
1 to 12
Developed by distinguished authors
Comprehensible textual material for
complete course
Ample problem-solving materials
for full year's work
Please send me my FREE copy of the 96-page
Steck catalog.
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